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Abstract

All eigel/space imerjHJfl1liull IIu!/!/Ull s/Iluulhly illler·
polares between 111'0 differem eigellwaces IIsillg high
dimCllsional rolatio/!. Howcl'('r, up 10 IIOW its effcc
tiveness ill objeci recognitioll alld the mlidit)' of Ihe
imerpolarioll algorithm hal'l! IlOt been discllssed slIffi
ciell1/)'. \Ve therefore propo.{e all appearance.based 0/)'

jeer recogllition method combillillg the eigenspace in
terpolation method alld a subspace method. We COli
dlleted face recogllition experimems usillg il/lages cap
lIIredfromlllultiple camera positiolls with mrious iIlu
minatioll cOllditiollS. £fperimemal results demollstrate
tlte effectiveness of the proposed metlrod and the mfid
it)' ofthe interpolatioll algorithm.

1. Background and Motivation

In appearance-based objcct recognition. obscrvation
noises can seriously degrade recognition performance.
The noiscs can be classified into the following two main
types. unexpected noises and controllable noises.

The unexpected noises occur when they cannot be
expected in the learning stages, e.g. during the change
of illumination conditions in the teSI stages. One ap
proach to this problem approximates an appearance dis
tribution derived from the noises as a mathematical
model constructed from a limited number of samples
in the learning stages. A subspace method rI] has been
widely used to achieve this approach. Due to its case
of use and effective results. various modifications of the
method have been developed [2. 3].

The controllable noises. meanwhile. arc controlled
in the learning stages by certain parameters such as
camera angles or object poses. Even if the ranges of
parameters are known. the noises occur when the pa
tanlCters in the test stages differ from those in the learn
ing stages. A parametric eigensp3ce method l41 deals

well with this problem by smoothly interpolating ap
pearances between the learning parameters as points in
the feature space. However. this method could riot in
terpolate the appearance distributions. though it could
interpolate the appearance points.

As one solution to achieving the interpolation of ap
pearance distribution. Takahashi et a1. have proposed a
method for eigenspace interpolation [5[. The method
could interpolate eigenspaces smoothly between tWO
different eigenspaces. Lina et al. have proposed a
method for object recognition based on Ihe eigenspace
interpolation [6]. They discussed the effectiveness of
the method for recognition of images with artificial
noises such as translation. rotation and blurring. How
cver. the el1"ceti\"eness for recognition of images with
actual noises and the validity of the eigenspace interpo
lation method have up to now nOi been discussed suffi
ciently.

In light of thc abovc background. we propose an
appearance-based object recognition method combin
ing a subspace method with the eigenspace interpola
tion method. We also conductcd experiments using face
images actually captured from multiple camera angles
with various illumination conditions. The experimen
tal results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method for object recognition with actual noises and the
validity oflhe eigenspace interpolation method.

2. Eigenspace Interpolation

A square matrix consisting of eigenvectors derived
from a distribution could be considered a high dimen
sional rotation matrix since each pair of the eigenvec
tors is orthogonaL The eigenspace imerpolation method
interpolates belween SCIS of eigell\'eclOrs derived from
two different distributions by using high dimensional
rotation. Interpolation preserving the orthogonality of
eigenvectors is thus achieved.
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2.1. Interpolation Algorithm

Space of eigenvectors

3.1. Learning Stage

An N dimensional feature ector for learning

is represented as y~~c'>sCc 1,2, ... , C, P
1,2,"',P, S = 1,2,···,5). Here C represent
the number of categories, P the number of observation
states, e.g. the number of cameras, fJp the parameter of
pth tate, e.g. the po ition of pth camera, 5 the num
ber of sample for constructing an eigen pace, e.g. the
number of images captured in various illumination con
ditions. For each c(= 1,2"", C), the following steps
are processed.

Step 1: construct E;(c) consisting of eigenvector de

rived from 5 samples Pfor each p(= 1,2, ... , P).

Step 2: obtain Eo(") by interpolating between Eo,(e)
p+~ p

and E;(c) with the method described in 2. J for each
p+l

p(= 1,2"", P - 1).

Figure I illustrates a conceptual overview of
eigen pace interpolation in the propo ed method.

Figure 1. Conceptual overview of
eigenspace interpolation

(1)

(2)

(3)

Ex = RO--+1Eo.

Here Ro-+l is a rotation matrix that represents transfor
mation from Eo to E t a given by the equation

There arises a problem of ambiguity in the interpola
tion process due to the alignment variety ofeigenvectors
and the sign indetermination of an eigenvector. To solve
this problem, the following algorithm was presented in
the literature [5].

Square matrices con isting of eigenvectors derived
from two different di tributions of - dimensional vec
tor arercprc clltcda Eo = (eO,t,eO,2,' ··,eO,N) and
Ef = (e~,l' eL2,···,e~, ,). Fora real number x,
Eo; = (e""l, eO;,2,' .. , eO;,N) represents a matrix inter
polated between Eo and Ef. Here if 0 ::; x ::; 1, then
Eo; represents interpolation; otherwise it represents ex
trapolation.

Step 1. Alignment between vectors: obtain Eo,
E l by aligning eigenvectors eo n and e~ n (n
1,2, ... ,N) in Eo and Ef in de cending' order of
eigenvalue.

Step 2. Sign determination of vectors: replace et,tl
with -el,,, if e6",el,n < 0 for n = 1,2" .. ,

Finally, eo, is inversed if det(Eo) = -1 so that Eo
becomes a rotation matrix. The same process i applied
to E t .

The method calculates Eo; with the equation

Using diagonalization of Ro-+ I with a unitary matrix
U, RO--;t that mean interpolated rotation i calculated
with the equation

Here ut is the complex conjugate tran pose matrix of
U, and D is a complex diagonal matrix.

3.2. Test Stage

3. Subspace Method Combined with
Eigenspace Interpolation

We propose an appearance-based object recogni
tion method combining a sub pace method with the
eigenspace interpolation method. The propo ed method
i divided into two tage: a learning tage and a test
tage.

The recognition result cof z, the - dimensional fea
ture vector for te t, is obtained by the equation

Here C E {1,2,"',C}, P E {1,2,·",P}, 0::;
x ::; 1, and M(::; N) represent the number of eigenvec
tors used for recognition of the ubspace method.
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proposed method that were used for the experiments.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Effectiveness of the proposed method

We conducted face recognition experimeJ1l to
demonstTate the effectiveness of the propo 'ed method
and the validit)' of the eigenspace interpolation method.

In these experiments, we used "Yale Face Database
B" [7] and "Extended Yale Face Database B" [8]. The
MJST library [91 was used for implementation of the
proposed method. Face images of 37(C = 37) dif
ferent persons in their database were u ed. They were
captured in 51(S = 51) different illumination condi
t~ons an~ from three horizontally different camera posi
tions. FIgures 2 A and B show amples of the face im
age of di'fferent per on and of different illumination
conditions respectively. Figure 2 C shows the camera
positions used For the experiments. The cameras were
placed at 0, 12 and 24 degree from frontal to right. 1\vo
(P = 2, e1= 0, e2 = 24) ide camera of them were
used For learning whereas the middle one wa used For
the test. We obtained N (= 200) base vectors of an
N dimensional feature space by applying PCA to the
learning images. Table I de cribes param tel' of the

Table 2 shows that the propo ed method with
eigenspace interpolation gave a higher recognition rate
than a comparative method without eigenspace interpo
lation. Here, the comparative method used only two ac
tual eigen pace derived from the camera for learnin o

The proposed method on the other hand used nine inte;~
polated eigenspaces and the two actual ones. We thu
confirmed the effectivene of the propo ed method for
improvement of recognition performance.

Figure 3 shows the comparison while varying M, the
number of eigenvectors used for recognition. The result
indicates that interpolated eigenvectors corre ponding
to mall eigenvalues did not conuibute well to the per
formance improvement.

Furthermore, Figure 4 visualizes ample of the fir t
eigenvectors that were interpolated in this experiment.
In this figure, (a)-(t) correspond to (a)-(t) of Figure 2 A.
The first row and the last row represent actual eigenvec
tors and others were interpolated between them.

4.2. Validity of Interpolation Algorithm

Table 2. Comparison of recognition rates
Method I Interpolation I Recognition rate

We al 0 conducted another experiment to evaluate
the validity of the interpolation algorithm described in

Proposed Yes 84%
Comparative No 79%

C Num. of persons 37

S Num. of illumination conditions 51
P Num. of cameras for learnino 20

eL e2 Camera positions for learning 0,24
N Feature space dimension 200

Table 1. Parameters used for experiments
Symbol I Parameter I Value
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We proposed an appearance-based object recogni
tion method combining a subspace method with the
eigen pace interpolation method and also conducted
face recognition experiments. The experimental results
demonstrate.d the effe.ctiveness of the proposed method
and the validity of the interpolation algorithm.
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Figure 4. Samples of the first eigenvectors
interpolated in experiments

2.1. Recognition rates of the propo.ed method, which
u.s the interpolation algorithm, and the following two
different algorithm were compared in thi experiment.

Random order method: aligns eigenvectors in random
order in tead of tep I in 2.1.

Inverse direction method: inverts signs of eigenvec
tor after Step 2 in 2. I is proces ed.

As shown in Figure 5, the proposed method gave
higher recognition rate than that by the random order
method and the inver 'e direction method. From this re
sult, we confirmed the validity of the interpolation algo
rithm.

Many other algorithms could, however, be consid
ered to achieve the eigenspace interpolation. In the fu
ture, we will try to develop more effective algorithm ,
focusing especially on the improvement of recognition
performance.
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